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Business & Cultural Context



Which of your ideas is the one? 

• A bird guide to UK birds, focusing on birds in urban areas, common 
garden birds, and birds found in ponds & woodlands 

• The aim of the site is to get non-traditional audiences into birdwatching, 
i.e. younger people from a diverse range of backgrounds



Who is your site for? 

• My site is for people who are brand new to birdwatching, who need a 
simple and welcoming introduction into birdwatching 

• It will be targeted towards people living in large towns and cities, so I can 
keep the content specific and relevant to users 

• For people who find birdwatching unwelcoming or intimidating 

• General age range will be around 30 years and under



What connotations do you have when you hear the term, ‘birdwatcher’?

Is it something similar to this? Me too. 



What problem does your site solve?

• Birdwatching as a hobby has very specific connotations - it is largely 
dominated by older white men, but being in nature and watching birds is 
something everyone can enjoy 

• My site will try to find a way of making the hobby more accessible to 
demographics that do not fit into the traditional idea of a ‘birdwatcher’ 

• I want to bridge the gap between people who enjoy nature and/or going 
for walks but don’t know much about birds, and ‘expert’ birdwatchers



USP

• Most similar sites are have tonnes of content, e.g. RSPB which has all 
UK birds (including very rare migratory birds) which whilst useful for 
many experienced birders, can be intimidating for beginners 

• Simplified UI and content - birds users are likely to see in their areas so 
not to overcomplicate identification 



Other similar sites

• Content: Royal Society for the Protection of Birds rspb.org.uk & 
birdwatching.co.uk  


• FlockTogether: flocktogether.world 
•

FlockTogether founders, Ollie and Nadeem

http://rspb.org.uk
http://birdwatching.co.uk


Project’s purpose

• Lockdown has shown how important getting out and enjoying is to people, I 
want people to discover the pleasure of birdwatching!  

• Make birdwatching more accessible for everyone and to change the 
traditional image of a ‘birdwatcher’  

• Make the UI simple for people who are new to birdwatching to identify a bird 

•



Content planning

• RSPB website is the only site I can find with similar content 

• Their site is very detailed and an excellent resource for identifying a bird, 
but has too many birds for beginners and can be overwhelming 

• My site would not try to compete with RSPB, but rather simplify their 
content and only contain birds users are actually likely to see in towns, 
cities and nearby woodlands 

• Focus on mobile-first layout as most users will likely be outside with 
their phone to search for something they’ve seen



Any thoughts, comments or questions? 



One last thought…

• I invite everyone to observe some birds e.g. in Greenwich, to see whether 
you recognise them- if not try and identify them! 

If you’re lucky, 

you may just see something like this Tawny Owl :)



Thanks for listening! 

Goldcrest, the UK’s smallest bird :)


